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ABSTRACT 

The main results obtained from the experiments on electron-

cyclotron resonance plasma heating in the TM-3 Toksmek are 

presented» The principle of the gyrotron operation is described. 

The scheme of the experimental gyrotron is given* The possibi

lity of the gyrotron usage in large installations is considered» 

The experiments on electron-cyclotronresonanoe plasma heating 

at^WlC mm a n d ) ^ 5 nm carried out in 1971-1976 in the W-3 

Tokamak showed the high effectiveness of this heating method* 

The results of these experiments enable us to come to the 

following conclusions /1/: 

1. The method of electron-cyclotron heating (ECB) can be 

successfully applied for plusma heating in a magnetic field 

up to 25 KCe and the plasma density** 1.10 'en -'. 

2. The EP power is transferred to the plasma as a result of 

linear electron-cyclotron damping* 

3. -he BY power ia adsorbed rather by the plasma bulk than 

l-y the small particle group. 

4* The electron component confinement time increases with 

the gain of T #. 

5. The value of fir: -~*7c~- - 2.2 is reached without any loos 

ef the plasma equilibrium and column stability. 

The carried out tests proved to be pooaibls due to the mm 

generator development with the power close to that of TU-3 
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ohmic heating and pulse duration compared with the TM-3 energy 

confinement time. 

The principle of the operation of such generators called "gyro— 

trons" is described in detail in /?/. 

The generation of HF oscillations is induced by the radiation 

of electrons rotating in the uniform magnetic field. 

The radiation coherency is provided by two mechanisms of the 

electron interaction with the radiation fieldt 

by grouping at the expense of relativistic dependence of the gyro-

magnetic frequency on the energyCJ* =--?— ( f — (c/7 **& space 
Tnc 

grouping due to electron displacement from the stationary 

trajectory under the action of the HP field. She absence of 

electrodynamic systems (a slowing down system, a resonator) 

having elements with sizes close to the wavelength of the gene

rated radiation makes gyrotrons preferable to other generators. 

From quantum devices gyrotrons differ'by the possibility of 

vddely changing operative frequency (the oscillation frequency 

of the used oscillators ir» the gyrotron is determined by the 

magnetic field strength in the interaction space). The nature 

of radiation can be explained in terms of the quantum theory 

/3/. i'hs energy spectrum of a classical oscillator (an electron 

in the magnetic field) is not equidistant. Therefore, the energy 

àEp p~rt corresponding to the p -»p - n transition is greater 

than the energyA£p,»+n. for the p -*p • n transition (b^^-n. 

and Up P+.M, differ accordingly). The probability of p-^p - n 

transition in the gyrotron is greater than that of the 

p •> p «f n transition and due to this the gyrotron operates as 

a generator. As the radiated quantum value of oscillators with 

greater than the value of the adsorbed quantum one can 

provide the prevailance of the induced radiation intensity 

over the induced adaorbtion even in such a case 

when th« p -* p + n transition probability is greater 
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than that ef p -» p - n. 
The distinctive peculiarity of the gyrotrona is the presence 
•f an Incorporated electron axial-symmetrical adiabatio gun 
and a high selectivity multi-mode open resonator with a diffrac
tion power output. The resonator <uid the gun are placed in the 
magnetic field produced by the main and correction colls. The 
scheme of the experimental gyrotrot. and the magnetic field 
distribution ie ehown in /4/ (Pig.1) 

8 

Pig.1• The scheme of the experimental gyrotron 
and the magnetic field distribution, 
1-cathode; 2-emls3ion belt; 3- 1 anode; 4- 2 anode; 
5-resonator; 6-diffraction power output; 7-collec-
tor; 8-output power window; 9-output waveguide; 
10-water jacket of the collector; 11-main coil; 
12-water'jacket of the resonator; 13-correotion 
coil; 14-isoletors. 

The shapes of resonators in the gyrotron are chosen in such a 
way as to produce a triangular H? field distribution. The loaded 
quality of the slightly irregular open resonator (HQ 2| ) is 
4000, the ohmlc quality is<v16000, 
During the experiment the magnetic field must be stable (0.03$, 
the same ia true about the high voltage {\%), The electron gun 
produces an electron beam having the transverse energy 5 times 
ae great as the longitudinal one, The value of the electron 
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longitudinal velocity spread should be slight» 

The theoretical value of the gyrotron efficiency ia 60-70& 

but actually it is about 30-40£ The problems connected with 

the efficiency gain of the gyrotron are considered in /4/# 

The electron beam goes through the resonator and gives the 

part of its energy to HP field. Then it coraes to the collec

tor located in the decreasing magnetic field. The scattering 

of the electron beam takes place over considerable areas and 

the problem of the heat take off is facilitated. In papers 

/4,5,6/ the authors describe continuous and pulse gyrotrons 

operating at the electron-cyclotron frequency and its second 

harmonic in a wide range from 0.9 mm to 10 mm. In our experi

ments we used two gyrotrons (^5 mm, ÎW70 ):Vi and A ^ 10 mm, 

P~ 100 kW, T = I ms). The anode voltage was 40-50 kv, the 

magnetic field strength close to that of the electron-

cyclotron resonance for>->-5 nun and A ̂  10 mm, respectively. 

The gyrotron output wavejuide was incorporated with TM-3 

port through a ceramic window. The authors of papers /!,&/ 

theoretically prove the poosibility of the usage of ECH in 

large fusion installations /T-IO, T-20/ with ordinary and 

extraordinary waves. 

The usage of ECH in such installations demands the develop

ment of new pyrotrons with greater power and pulse duration. 

In this case for plasma heating it is necessary to have 

several hundred gyrotrons radiating into a tokamak, the 

power of one gyrotron being 0.3-0.5 MW at/V"2-3 mo and 

pulse duration being 10 s« 

The creation of such generator! presents a very serious 

problem. 
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